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EXPERIENCE THE ‘TASTE’ OF MANDARIN ORIENTAL, WASHINGTON D.C.,
AND ENJOY THE FINEST IN CULINARY OFFERINGS IN THE NATION’S CAPITAL
WASHINGTON, D.C. – Mandarin Oriental, Washington D.C. has successfully brought chic and
dynamic dining opportunities to the district’s waterfront.
Muze is the hotel’s all-day dining restaurant. Using the finest local produce combined with the distinctive
flavors of South-East Asia, Chef Mark McDonnell offers a tantalizing menu of international dishes with a
delicious Asian feel. Offering the ease of all-day dining, combined with a relaxed atmosphere and
waterside views, Muze’s menu showcases cuisine that reflects its ‘East meets West Kitchen’ concept,
complemented by universal dishes that everyone will recognize and enjoy.
The Empress Lounge is a focal point of the hotel’s main lobby featuring large windows with a unique
view of the Potomac River and the hotel’s angelic garden. Offering light fare, signature cocktails as well
as weekend afternoon tea service, Empress Lounge the place to see and be seen.

An inviting escape from the rigors of the city, the Empress Lounge is a relaxing venue with a range of
beverages including signature cocktails, wines and spirits. Playing off seasonal ingredients, bartenders
create new drinks throughout the year in addition to the lounge’s staples including the classic Mandarin
Mule gin and tonic with Tanqueray Ten spiced with ginger, and Golden FAN which is Gin paired with
sweet and dry vermouth and finished with orange.

The weekend afternoon tea service highlights the choice of black, green, herbal and fruit teas as well as
French press, cappuccino, espresso and a variety of lattes. In addition, a table-side service is beautifully
displayed on an elegant silver three-tiered stand, boosting miniature sandwiches, homemade pastries,
warm scones and madelienes known as the "Sweets and Savories". To ensure a true luxurious experience,
guests are greeted with a personalized letter welcoming them to the lounge. Tea may be substituted for a
signature cocktail or champagne. .
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The hotel’s unique location on the southwest waterfront makes Mandarin Oriental, Washington D.C. the
only hotel offering views of the Jefferson Memorial and Washington Monument, Tidal Basin and
Washington Marina. In addition to exceptional accommodations and gracious service, the hotel features
the Forbes Four-Star-rated Spa at Mandarin Oriental, Muze Restaurant with its “East West Kitchen”
concept, and the AAA Five Diamond CityZen. For reservations, please contact the hotel directly at +1
(202) 787-6140, toll free (888) 888-1778, or visit www.mandarinoriental.com/washington.

Photography of Mandarin Oriental is available to download, in high and low resolution, in the Photo
Library of our Media section, at www.mandarinoriental.com.

Visit Destination MO (www.destinationMO.info), the online version of Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group’s
bespoke publication, MO. News about our award-winning hotels, the best dining experiences, spa
treatments, travel retreats and interviews with the Group’s celebrity fans is now just a click away.
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